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Enbridge 
North America’s largest energy infrastructure company
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Liquids Pipelines Natural Gas Pipelines Natural Gas Utilities Renewable Power

• ~27,500 km/17,000 mi of pipe

• Moving 3 million barrels/day

• ~38,375 km/23,850 mi of pipe

• Moving 18 Bcf/day

• 3.8 million retail customers

• Serving 670+ communities

• 30+ renewable power facilities

• 2,075 MW generating capacity

25%
of crude oil produced               

in North America

20%
of the natural gas

consumed in the U.S.

30%
of Ontario residents’              

energy needs delivered

940,000
homes powered                                

by our assets

Targeting net zero GHG emissions by 2050 with an interim target to reduce GHG emissions intensity 35% by 2030.



Regulated utilities critical to reach net zero 2050
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• Utility programs for homes & 
business 

• Save ~$3 for every $1 spent

• Program coordination between 
government and regulators will 
ensure best consumer value.

• CNG/RNG

• CHP

• Geothermal 

• Hydrogen

• RNG

• Leverage existing 
infrastructure 

• Lower cost than electricity

Market facilitation role, creative solutions that engage government, regulators and private industry 

Conservation Clean tech for heat and transport Renewable fuels



The path forward

• Energy use expected to increase by 25% over the next 20 years.

• Energy systems are interdependent:

▪ Natural gas provides 2x the energy needs than electricity at about 
half the cost.  

▪ Replacing with electricity would cost Canada $580 Billion

▪ Renewable electricity requires natural gas backup and critical 
processes that can’t be electrified depend on natural gas.

• Energy systems working in partnership are needed to meet our 
future energy needs in a way that’s practical and affordable for 
Canadians. 

• To succeed, we need integrated regulations and policy that consider 
all energy sources including natural gas in order to take full 
advantage of the complementary roles energy sources can play in 
decarbonization.
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Energy systems working together enabled by smart regulation and government policy.
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